A control system which causes alternating turn-off/turn-on of transcription on insertion element IS1.
Presence of insertion element IS1 within an operon leads to absence of expression of genes distal to its integration site. This strong polar effect is observed irrespective of the orientation of IS1. Here I report on a mutant of E. coli K12 which allows turn-on of genes located distally to IS1. This turn-on is due to activation of transcription starting within IS1. The activation of transcription is under the control of a regulatory locus (sis1) which acts in trans. The regulatory locus itself changes its state, which leads to an alternating turn-off/turn-on of genes located distal to IS1: The rate of turn-off was observed with a frequency of about 0.3% (per cell and per generation), that of turn-on with a frequency of about 0.015% (per cell and per generation).